
 

 

Election Campaign Meeting & North Maharashtra Convention at JALGAON   On 07/09/2019  

A  well organised & well attended meeting was held at Jalgaon. More than 150 employees were present. 

Com Saindane & Jalgaon team did nice job. Employees from 3 SSAs of North Maharashtra, Nasik, Dhule 

& Jalgaon participated. Com Godse DS Nasik with active office bearers, & members,Com Chandode 

District President & Com Ratan Marathe DS Dhule with large number of employees of Dhule SSA 

participated. The presence of ladies was also notable. Com Ranjan Dani Circle Secretary gave full details 

of the present situation in BSNL, 3rd PRC, VRS, 60-58, Achievements of NFTE such as Time Bound 

promotion, Restructuring, 1 st Wage revision, Bonus, Medical Scheme, Regularisation of Casual Labours/ 

RTPs, Job Security, Government Pension, Financial viability of BSNL,etc. He also emphatically told that 

due to the agreement done with government by NFTE after 3 days strike done in September 2000 the 

Government can't reduce retirement age. He reminded that BSNLEU was not in the strike. He also 

highlighted that, after 2005 BSNLEU was the only recognised union for 9 years & from 2013 till today, it 

is the main recognised union. During this period only employees lost Bonus, Medical Allowance, LTC.2 

nd Wage revision due on 01/01/2007 was delayed for 4 years. Due to the immature leadership of 

BSNLEU the  wrong Wage revision agreement was done. It resulted in merger of 68.8% DA, instead of 

78.2% inspite of clear orders from DPE. Perks denied, Stagnation to all employees. In NEPP 5 promotions 

promised by BSNLEU but maximum Employees will get only 2-3 promotions only. SC/ ST reservation was 

denied. Transfer was used as weapon to harrass our members & immorally increase their membership. 

In his marathon speech he finally appealed to all employees to vote for NFTE for safeguarding BSNL, our 

jobs, pension and getting 3 rd PRC & all other benefits. Com E R Patil ex DS Jalgaon, Com  R G Mulay also 

addressed. R P Joshi Circle Treasurer was also present. TEN comrades from Amalner resigned from 

BSNLEU & joined NFTE. They were welcomed. Com. Toke presided the convention. 



 

 



 

 

 


